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Highlights of the 24.02 release
◻ Calculate heating & cooling systems up to 30x faster with the brand new heating & cooling CIBSE

certified cloud calculation engine!

◻ We have improved the workflow for solving clashes between systems or reference elements!

Stabicad for Revit
■ The workflow to solve clashes between system(s) and reference elements have been

optimised!
Clashes occur between different systems and also between systems and reference elements. The
solve crossing feature can solve the clash by making a jump over/under the reference element or
making a bypass left or right around.

The following workflow need to be followed:
1. Select the solve crossing feature in the Stabicad Mechanical ribbon or palette (Modify tab of

each discipline)
2. Select the crossing elements from the system which need to go around or above/below the

reference elements
3. Select the reference element(s) which should be avoided
4. The solve crossing feature will pop-up:

a. Choose the angle of the jump/bypass
b. Specify the clash tolerance (distance between the crossing elements and reference

element)
c. Specify the before and after value to define the distance for the cutting points

i. After changing one of these values, click on refresh view to see the new
solution

5. Click on place to confirm the solution to solve the clash as specified.

Be aware that solving crossings is only possible for elements which are perpendicular crossing each
other and are not sloped.
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■ The performance of the Openings monitor has been improved.
After creation of the openings, the openings monitor is used to manage the openings. The
performance of loading the monitor is now 10 times faster!

Stabicad for Revit| Mechanical→ Heating/Cooling
■ You can calculate your heating & cooling systems up to 30x faster with the brand new heating

& cooling CIBSE certified cloud calculation engine!
You can enable this new calculation engine via StabiBASE → Drawing Settings → Heating/Cooling →
Calculation:

After you have set up this standard as the active standard, the workflow will be exactly the same as
before. You can click on the calculation button either through the ribbon or the palette center to start
the calculation.

The checking of the model is significantly faster. An example model with 768 fancoil units connected
to both heating & cooling completes the check model step in 55 seconds!
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After the check completes you will see the corresponding calculation dialog:

Upon completion of the calculation you will be presented with an interactive overview, grouped by
each pipe run as well as a report.
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This new calculation engine has been CIBSE certified!

○ At this moment, control calculations are possible.
○ Redimensioning of the system will become available in a future update.
○ Control pressures to balance the system are currently stored on the consumer.

The following situations / elements are supported:
○ Rigid pipes of various materials (e.g. copper or steel) and sizes (mm, DN, inch)
○ Bends, tees, reducers, end caps, couplings, connection pieces, flanges
○ Boiler, combi boiler, chiller
○ Panel, design, column, convector radiators with different configurations and corresponding

accessories
○ Air heaters, air curtains, 2 pipe & 4 pipe ducted and non ducted fancoilunits, heating

batteries, cooling batteries
○ Pipe accessories that act as a resistance: Single pump, double pump, separator, sight glass,

balancing valve, pressure compensated valve, control valve, ball valve, butterfly valve, globe
valve, non return valve, regulator valve, test & drain valve, seismic valve, compensator,
strainer, meter (with 2 connectors)

○ Manifold as a distributor with all slots connected to consumers
○ Manifold as a distributor with some slots free
○ Manifold as a consumer with all slots free
○ Non Stabicad families (they work after using the assign mechanical calculation properties

functionality)

The following situations / elements are not (yet) supported:
○ Flexible pipework
○ Bendable pipe work. This can be calculated but results are based off rigid pipework
○ Systems without a boiler / chiller
○ Saddle / Weld connections
○ Six way valves
○ Manifold used as a consumer and distributor at the same time
○ Induction diffusers
○ VAV boxes
○ Meters with a single connector
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